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Yongjin Li2, Ka-hing Wong4, Bolai Chen 2 and Tianfeng Chen 1,3

Abstract
Many metal complexes not only had excellent cytotoxic antitumor effects but also could function as a positive
immunomodulatory to improve antitumor effects by modifying the local tumor microenvironment. Herein, a dual-
target nanotherapeutics (MP3/ACPP/AE105@NPs) with uPAR targeting and tumor microenvironment-responsive
ability was developed by using AE105 as the targeting ligand and ACPP as the tumor microenvironment-responsive
peptide to locate the metal complex to cells. Assisted by the surface modification, MP3/ACPP/AE105@NPs
demonstrated excellent cellular uptake of the drugs in in vitro experiments, thereby enhancing the therapeutic utility
of the loaded metal complex. The nanotherapeutics induced the excessive ROS generation by inhibiting the activity of
TrxR and modulated those proteins which were related to metastasis through inhibiting ERK/AKT activation mediated
by FAK in MDA-MB-231 cells. This nanotherapeutics could also significantly improve the therapeutic benefits in vivo
accompanied by reduced toxic side effects. Importantly, MP3/ACPP/AE105@NPs treatment stimulated
immunotherapeutic response, which was indicated by the activation of tumor-infiltrated cytotoxic T cells, and
improved the maturation of dendritic cells (DCs), and the proliferation-inhibitory effect of tumor-associated M2
macrophages. Taken together, the results suggested that this dual-targeted nanotherapeutics offered new
opportunities for boosting the synergistic treatment of breast cancer with chemotherapy and immunotherapy.

Introduction
Despite rapid advances in diagnostic and therapeutic

procedures, the alarming incidence rate of cancer reminds
us that it remains one of the most devastating diseases in
the world to date, affecting millions of people worldwide1–8.
Nowadays, cisplatin and other platinum (Pt)-based drugs
have been widely used in clinical treatment of cancer

accompanied by toxic effects on normal organs9. Significant
efforts have been devoted to developing other metal com-
plexes as Pt-based drugs alternatives because of their
positive therapeutic efficiency as a tumor eliminative. A
ruthenium polypyridyl complex named RuPOP, which was
found to have potent antitumor activity against MDA-MB-
231 cells by inhibiting the proliferation and metastasis10. A
gold (III) porphyrin complex named MP3 was able to
activate the mitochondria dysfunctions to promote intrinsic
cell apoptosis involvement in TrxR inhibition11. Many
exciting outcomes in the field of oncology immunology
confirmed that chemotherapy could initiate an immune
response and function as a positive immunomodulatory to
improve antitumor effects by modifying the local tumor
microenvironment through multiple mechanisms. Some
chemotherapeutic drugs could stimulate the generation of
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immunomodulatory responses by activating tumor-specific
cytotoxic T lymphocytes, promoting the maturation of DC
cells and the rearrangements of the phenotypic subtypes of
tumor-associated macrophages (TAMs), which contributed
to their sustained therapeutic effects1,12. Studies reported
that cisplatin could boost the T-cell activity in AT-3 tumor-
bearing mice13. We have found in our previous study that
RuPOP could potentiate immune responses of NK cells via
reprograming immuno-microenvironment in MDA-MB-
231 cells14. Therefore, developing chemotherapeutic agents
to integrate chemotherapy and potential immunotherapy
are encouraging approaches for the cancer treatment.
Nevertheless, the potential role of MP3 in tumor immu-
notherapy is unclear. In addition, accumulating evidence
showed that the broader targeted chemotherapy imple-
mentation of metal chemotherapeutic complexes in clinical
practice were severely hindered by the off-target toxicity
and poor specificity under physiological conditions15.
Encouragingly, poly (lactide-co-glycolide) (PLGA) has

been well proven to be an excellent delivery system for
cancer therapy on account of its outstanding biocompat-
ibility and biodegradability16. However, the delivery system
of free PLGA showed hydrophobicity and was not able to
distinguish between the normal and cancer cells. There-
fore, it is significant to functionalize with the hydrophilic
polymer and specific recognition ligands on the surface of
the nanoparticles to achieve therapeutic efficiency and
specificity17. Bearing all the above factors in mind, three

dual-targeted nanotherapeutics were fabricated by coating
metal complexes loaded PLGA nanocores with ACPP and
AE105 peptides. In this study, MP3/ACPP/AE105@NPs
(MP3/AA@NPs) was used to integrate chemotherapy and
immunotherapy for treating breast cancer. ACPP peptide
is sensitive to the matrix metalloproteinases-2 (MMP-2),
which could be recognized and cleaved by MMP-2 over-
expressed at the tumor tissue, facilitating the entry of
nanoparticles into tumor cells without significant cyto-
toxicity18. AE105 peptide exhibits extremely high potency
as a targeting ligand for the urokinase plasminogen acti-
vator receptor (uPAR) and the metastasis and invasion of
MDA-MB-231 cells are closely associated with uPAR19.
The synthesized MP3/AA@NPs amplified its inhibitory
effects on TrxR and modulated the expression of
metastasis-related proteins through inhibiting ERK/AKT
activation mediated by FAK in MDA-MB-231 cells. Fur-
thermore, the administration of MP3/AA@NPs could
significantly improve the therapeutic benefits in MDA-
MB-231-, and 4T1-bearing mouse models accompanied by
the activation of immunotherapeutic response (Scheme 1).

Materials and methods
Materials
PLGA (LA: GA= 75:25, MW 50000), TPGS (D-a-

tocopherol acid polyethylene glycol 1000 succinate), PGlu
(polyglutamic acid), PEI (Polyetherimide), NHS (N-
Hydroxy succinimide), EDC (1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-

Scheme 1 Schematic illustration for the synthetic approach of dual-targeted MP3/AA@NPs and its antitumor application mechanism.
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3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride), Cisplatin, MTT
(thiazolyl blue tetrazolium bromide), NADPH (Nicotina-
mide Adenine Dinucleotide Phosphate) and DNTB (5,5’-
Dithiobis (2-nitrobenzoic acid) were obtained from
Sigma-Aldrich. ACPP peptide (sequence E8-PLGLAG-
R9-C) and AE105 (uPAR-binding peptide) were pur-
chased from GL Biochem (Shanghai) Ltd. Hoechst 33258,
Lysotracker (red), BCA kits, acetonitrile and N,N-dime-
thylformamide (DMF) were purchased from Thermo
Fisher Scientific (China) Co., Ltd. Dulbecco’s modified
Eagle’s medium (DMEM) and fetal bovine serum (FBS)
were purchased from Gibco (Rockville, MD, USA). Three
metal complexes (MP) used in this study, including cis-
platin, ruthenium polypyridyl complex RuPOP, and gold
(III) porphyrin complex, were referred as MP1, MP2, and
MP3, respectively. RuPOP and gold (III) porphyrin com-
plex were prepared as our former methods20,21.

Synthesis of PGlu/ACPP and PGlu/AE105
A mixture of 25 mg ACPP (2.45 μmol) and 1mL PGlu

(0.5 mg/mL) was added into a solution of EDC (250 μL,
0.1 mol/L) and NHS (250 μL, 0.1 mol/L) dissolved in 1mL
PEI (20 mg/mL). PGlu/ACPP was obtained after stirring
the above solution at room temperature for 24 h and
dialyzing (MWCO= 6000) against distilled water for
another 24 h. The PGlu/AE105 was prepared by the same
method except using AE105 (10 mg, 2.45 μmol) instead of
ACPP (25 mg, 2.45 μmol).

Preparation of MP@PLGA
A general method for the preparation of MP1@PLGA,

MP2@PLGA, MP3@PLGA were as follow. Briefly, an
organic phase consisting of PLGA (5mg/mL) and metal
complexes (MP, 2mg/mL) dissolved in 2mL acetonitrile
was added dropwise into a solution of 6mg TPGS (1mg/
mL). Following equilibration of the mixture at 4 °C for
30min, MP@PLGA was purified by dialysis for further use.

Fabrication of surface-modified MP/AA@NPs
A general method for the preparation of MP1/

AA@NPs, MP2/AA@NPs, MP3/AA@NPs were as follow.
In the first step, MP@PLGA-NHS ester was generated by
activating the terminal carboxylic acid group of
MP@PLGA with EDC/NHS in DMF solution. In the fol-
lowing step, PGlu/ACPP or PGlu/AE105 (molar ratio
1.5:1) was then added into the above solution and stirred
continuously for 24 h with the protection of N2, resulting
in the MP/ACPP@NPs and MP/AE105@NPs, respec-
tively. While both the PGlu/ACPP and PGlu/AE105 were
added into a solution of DMF dissolved with the activated
MP@PLGA to prepared the dual-targeted MP3/AA@NPs.
The fluorescent coumarin-6/ACPP@NPs, coumarin-6/
AE105@NPs and coumarin-6/AA@NPs were prepared by
using the same method.

Characterization of MP3/AA@NPs
AFM, TEM, and UV–vis spectrophotometry were used

to characterize the structure and morphology of MP3/
ACPP@NPs, MP3/AE105@NPs and MP3/AA@NPs. The
size and zeta potential of the nanoparticles were deter-
mined by using Zetasizer nano ZS analyzer.

Cell lines and in vitro cytotoxicity
All the cells used in this study, including MDA-MB-231

cell line, MCF-7 cell line, 4T1 cell line, HepG2 cell line, R-
HepG2 cell line, EJ cell line and L02 cell line were
obtained from the American Type Culture Collection
(ATCC, Manassas, VA) and were incubated in DMEM
supplemented with 10% FBS and 1% penicillin/strepto-
mycin at 37 °C and 5% CO2 in a humidified incubator.
The toxicities of MP3, MP3/ACPP@NPs, MP3@NPs/
AE105 and MP3/AA@NPs against these cells were carried
out by the MTT after continuous incubation for 72 h.

In vitro cellular uptake of coumarin-6/AA@NPs
The in vitro cellular uptake of coumarin-6/AA@NPs was

described as our previous method22. MDA-MB-231 cells or
L02 cells were treated with 0.5mg/mL of coumarin-6/
ACPP@NPs, coumarin-6/AE105@NPs and coumarin-6/
AA@NPs with the density 40 × 104 cells/well (2mL) in six-
well plates for the indicated time. After incubation, the
uptake amounts of various nanoparticles were quantified
according to the fluorescence intensity of coumarin-6 by
utilizing a fluorescence microplate reader (Spectra Max M5,
Bio-Tek). The same method was used to measure the
uptake of nanoparticles under different conditions, includ-
ing fresh DMEM, DMEM, and the tumor stroma cell.

Intracellular colocalization of MP3/AA@NPs
MDA-MB-231 or L02 cells in a 2-cm dishes were

incubated with MP3/AA@NPs (labeled with coumarin-6)
for 1, 2, 4, and 8 h. The fluorescence images were taken
after the cells were stained with Lysotracker Red (DND-
99, 80 nM) and DAPI H33258 (1 μg/mL) for 2 h and
30min, respectively.

uPAR competing assay
A competitive inhibition assay was performed to study

uPAR receptor-mediated uptake of coumarin-6-loaded
nanoparticles23. 8000 cells/well of MDA-MB-231 cells
were firstly pre-incubated with different concentrations of
AE105 (0.25, 0.5, 1, and 2mg/mL) for 2 h in 96-well plates
before 2 μM of coumarin-6/AA@NPs were added. The
fluorescence intensities of internalized coumarin-6/
AA@NPs were measured after incubation for another 4 h.

In vitro drug release of MP3/AA@NPs
The release profile of MP3 from MP3/AA@NPs were

measured. In brief, MP3/AA@NPs were dispersed in a cell
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lysate or PBS with pH values 7.4 or 5.3. After that, the
acquired solutions were shaking for the predetermined
time points and centrifuged (12,000×g) for 30 min. The
MP3 in the supernatant was determined by measuring its
absorbance at 525 nm.

Wound-healing assay
MDA-MB-231 cells (40 × 104 cells/well) were firstly

cultured to six-well plates for 24 h. The resulting con-
fluent cell monolayers were then wounded with pipette
tips after starvation for 4 h by the addition of (3% FBS)
DMEM. The cells were incubated with different con-
centrations of MP3/AA@NPs or MP3 for 24 h in the fresh
DMEM supplement with 3% FBS after rinsing with PBS.
After incubation, cells were photographed again at three
random areas after the addition of 2 μL Hoechst for
30min.

Transwell invasion assay
Transwell experiments was applied to investigate the

effect of MP3/AA@NPs and MP3 on MDA-MB-231 cell
invasion in Transwell Boyden chamber (8-mm pore,
Corning, Lowel, MA). After 24 h incubation with the
indicated concentrations of MP3/AA@NPs (4 nM and
8 nM) and MP3 (8 nM), the invaded cells on the lower
face were imaged on a phase-contrast microscope (2003,
Nikon TS100) after being fixed and stained.

Flow cytometric analysis of cell cycle distribution
The effects of MP3/AA@NPs and MP3 on the cell cycle

distribution were assayed based on flow cytometric ana-
lysis. In brief, MDA-MB-231 cells were firstly treated with
0.01 μM, 0.02 μM and 0.04 μM of MP3/AA@NPs or MP3
for 72 h, respectively. Then, 70% ethanol and PI (propi-
dium iodide) were used to fix and stained for 30min.
Finally, the resulting cells were applied to the Epics XL-
MCL flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter, Miami, FL) to
obtain the cell cycle distribution.

Assessment of intracellular reactive oxygen species (ROS)
generation
Dihydroethidium (DHE, Beyotime) was used to deter-

mine the generated ROS5. MDA-MB-231 cells were
incubated with 0.16 μM and 0.32 μM MP3/AA@NPs or
0.32 μM MP3. The ROS levels were recorded on a fluor-
escence microplate reader from 0 to 120 min, and the cells
images were taken at 0, 20, 80, and 120min.

Determination of TrxR activity
The activity inhibition of TrxR by MP3 or MP3/AA@NPs

was detected using a Thioredoxin Reductase Assay Kit
(Cayman)24. Firstly, the total cellular proteins were extrac-
ted and quantified by a BCA assay. Then a mixture of 60 μg
of cytosolic protein, NADPH and DNTB were incubated

with or without MP3 or MP3/AA@NPs for 1 h in 96-well
plates. After incubation, the OD values were recorded at
412 nm by a microplate spectrophotometer.

Western blot analysis
The effects of MP3/AA@NPs on the expression levels of

proteins related to different cell signaling pathways were
examined by western blot analysis, as described
previously8.

In vivo antitumor efficiency
A study was carried out on female BALB/c mice

(6–8 weeks, 16–20 g) to assess the in vivo therapeutic
efficiency of MP3 and MP3/AA@NPs. In order to estab-
lish tumor mode, each mouse was subcutaneously injec-
ted with 100 µL serum-free medium containing 1 × 106

MDA-MB-231 cells in the right oxter. Upon reaching a
tumor volume of about 100mm3, the mice were randomly
divided into four groups. i.e., PBS group, MP3 (0.50 mg/
kg) group, MP3/AA@NPs (0.25 mg/kg) and MP3/
AA@NPs (0.50 mg/kg) group and received treatments
every other day. Tumor volumes and mouse body weights
were measured every four days and every three days,
respectively. Tumor volume= (width2 × length)/2. After
21 days therapy, the harvested major organs and tumors
were weighed and fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde for
subjecting to the H&E analysis. The hematological
indexes including ALT, CHOL, CREA, HDL-C, LDL-C,
and UA of different treatments groups were obtained in
the Blood Test Center of Guangzhou Overseas Chinese
Hospital. In addition, a clinical magnetic resonance ima-
ging scanner (GE 1.5 T, USA) was applied to study the
Standard ADC, Slow ADC signal and Fast ADC signal of
different groups at the tumor sites when the mice were
sacrificed according to our previous methods25.

Immunogenicity of MP3/AA@NPs In vivo
Using BALB/c nude female mice bearing 4T1 tumors

(6–8 weeks, 16–20 g), MP3 and MP3/AA@NPs were eval-
uated in vivo for their immunomodulatory abilities. The
grouping form and the administration method were the
same as in the above experiments. The immune-related cell
types were screened by flow cytometry analysis when the
tumor and spleen were taken out and photographed after
14 days of therapy. CD3-APC (BioLegend, #100236), CD4-
APC/Cyanine7 (BioLegend, #100414), and CD8-PE (Bio-
Legend, #100708) antibodies were used to distinguish the
cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CD3+CD8+) and helper T cells
(CD3+CD4+) in T lymphocyte. F4/80-PE (BioLegend,
#157304) and CD206-APC (BioLegend, #162506) anti-
bodies were used as the markers of M2 macrophages and
dendritic cells (DCs) in the spleen site were stained by
antibodies of CD80-PE (BioLegend, #104708) and CD86-
APC/Cyanine7 (BioLegend, #105030).
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Results and discussion
Rational design and physicochemical characterization of
MP3/AA@NPs
In this study, three dual-target nanotherapeutics,

including MP1/ACPP/AE105@NPs (MP1/AA@NPs),
MP2/ACPP/AE105@NPs (MP2/AA@NPs), and MP3/
ACPP/AE105@NPs (MP3/AA@NPs) were successfully
fabricated based on nanoprecipitation method and char-
acterized. The synthetic diagram is outlined in Fig. 1A.
The synthesized routine and characterization of MP3
were shown in Supplementary Fig. S1. MP3 was first
encapsulated into PLGA by the solvent evaporation
method, and then the targeting peptides ACPP and AE105
were decorated on the surface of PLGA. The average
hydrated size of free PLGA was about 180 nm, and the
zeta potential was about −5mV. A slight increase in the
size and a significant reversal of the zeta potential were
found after loading with MP3 and modification with the
targeting peptide, which changed to 250 nm and +10 mV,
respectively (Fig. 1D, E). The results of high-resolution
TEM and AFM images showed that MP3/AA@NPs was
highly dispersed with a smooth surface and diameters of
approximately 200 nm (Fig. 1B, C), which was in accor-
dance with the hydrated particle size. Also, these obser-
vations proved the successful conjugation of the targeting
peptide. In addition, the TEM of MP1/AA@NPs and
MP2/AA@NPs were shown in Supplementary Fig. S2. All
the above results indicated the universalities of this
method for the encapsulation of metal complexes. A
similar UV/Vis absorption spectrum could be observed by
comparing MP3/AA@NPs with MP3, indicating that MP3
had been successfully loaded into the PLGA (Fig. 1G). The
grafting of ACPP and AE105 on the surface of NPs was
further confirmed by using a bicinchoninic protein assay.
As shown in Fig. 1H, the UV/Vis spectrum showed an
increase in absorbance at 562 nm after incubation with
the BCA kit for 30min due to the presence of peptides on
the nanoparticles. Finally, MP3/ACPP@NPs, MP3/
AE105@NPs, and MP3/AA@NPs in aqueous solution and
DMEM (10% FBS) remained stable for 3 days (Fig. 1F and
Supplementary Fig. S3).

Intracellular localization and bioresponsive drug-release
profiles of MP3/AA@NPs
Coumarin-6/AA@NPs was prepared to understand the

internalization of MP3/AA@NPs. Real-time monitoring of
coumarin-6/AA@NPs absorption and transport (green) was
performed in MDA-MB-231 cells, and the lysosomes were
labeled with Lysotracker (red). As illustrated in Fig. 2A, a
weak green fluorescent signal could be observed in lysosomes
after 1 h of cell incubation with coumarin-6/AA@NPs. The
green color could be observed throughout the entire cyto-
plasm after incubation for 2–8 h, suggesting that coumarin-
6/AA@NPs could be internalized quickly and was mainly

concentrated in the lysosomes after entering the cell, which
was beneficial for tumor therapy. The drug-release behavior
is an important parameter of drug-loaded nanoparticles in
cancer therapeutics. It had been known that the cargo
encapsulated in PLGA nanoparticles was easily released in
the tumor microenvironment because the ester bond of
PLGA could be degraded under lower pH value and esterase
existing in such situations. We also determined the release of
MP3 from MP3/AA@NPs after immersion in different
mediums for specified time durations. Phosphate-buffered
saline (PBS) with a pH of 7.4, pH 5.3, and cell lysates of
MDA-MB-231 were used to simulate the body blood, lyso-
somal internal medium, and in vivo situations, respectively.
Figure 2B shows the profiles of the amount of MP3 released
fromMP3/AA@NPs as a function of time, and Fig. 2C shows
the illustration of the degradation diagram of MP3/AA@NPs
in lower pH and cell lysate. The results showed a much faster
and higher release ratio of MP3 from MP3/AA@NPs in the
environment of the MDA-MB-231 lysate compared with the
other two environments, but there was no visible drug
release could be detected in PBS (pH 7.4), indicating that
MP3/AA@NPs was stable during blood circulation. For
instance, the accumulated release ratio of MP3 from MP3/
AA@NPs was about 8.6% at pH 7.4, 35.8% at pH 5.3, and
49.7% at the MDA-MB-231 cell lysate after 72 h. The cor-
responding morphological evolution of MP3/AA@NPs was
recorded using TEM (Fig. 2D, E). At pH 7.4, the NPs
remained intact, which determined the release of MP3,
whereas obvious hollow features and degradation of MP3/
AA@NPs appeared after 72 h of immersion at pH 5.3, indi-
cating that these NPs could be hydrolyzed in an acid envir-
onment. Interestingly, MP3/AA@NPs was almost degraded
in MDA-MB-231 cell lysate, which facilitated MP3 release.
Overall, these results indicated that when MP3/AA@NPs
were absorbed by the cells, the loaded metal complex could
be released in the tumor microenvironment, exerting an
anticancer effect.

In vitro anticancer activity and cellular uptake of MP3/
AA@NPs
This study first investigated the in vitro cytotoxicity of

MP3/AA@NPs against a series of cancer cells using the
MTT assay by comparing it with the free MP3. The dual-
targeted MP3/AA@NPs exhibited a higher proliferation-
inhibitory activity against a variety of cancer cells than the
free MP3 and the single-targeted NPs, and importantly,
MP3/AA@NPs was less toxic to L02 normal human cells
(Fig. 3A and Supplementary Table S1). Interestingly, the
aggressive MDA-MB-231 cells exhibited the highest sensi-
tivity to MP3/AA@NPs with an IC50 value of 0.03 μM,
whereas the IC50 value for free MP3 was only 0.15 μM. The
above results might be ascribed to the different absorption
of the targeting peptide-containing nanotherapeutics
between normal and tumor cells26. The potency of cellular
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uptake affects the biological effects of nanoparticles and is a
key factor for the success of their clinical applications.
AE105 peptide could recognize and bind to uPAR receptor
overexpressed on the surface of cancer cells. ACPP peptide
could trigger the internalization of nanoparticles after the
activation by MMP-2 or matrix metalloprotease (MMP-9)
under the tumor microenvironments (Fig. 3B). The cellular
uptake behavior of coumarin-6-loaded PLGA nanoparticles
was investigated in MDA-MB-231 cells and L02 cells,
respectively, for an appointed time (8 h) by testing the
fluorescence intensity of coumarin. Compared with cou-
marin-6/ACPP@NPs and coumarin-6/AE105@NPs, cou-
marin-6/AA@NPs exhibited a stronger internalizing
behavior (Fig. 3D). The cellular uptake of coumarin-6/
ACPP@NPs, coumarin-6/AE105@NPs, and coumarin-6/
AA@NPs was measured in fresh DMEM, DMEM, and the
tumor stroma after 8 h to determine the function of the
targeting peptide. The internalizing behavior of coumarin-

6/AA@NPs and coumarin-6/ACPP@NPs was found to be
increased the most in the tumor stroma (mimetic tumor
microenvironment), followed by in DMEM. However, the
cellular uptake of coumarin-6/AE105@NPs had no obvious
change in each condition (Fig. 3E). All the above results
revealed that the introduction of ACPP peptide stimulated
the cellular uptake of nanoparticles via the enhanced
interaction of nanoparticles with the cells. Moreover,
compared with coumarin-6/ACPP@NPs and coumarin-6/
AE105@NPs, an enhanced fluorescence was observed in
coumarin-6/AA@NPs-treated cells (Fig. 3C). In addition,
the results in Fig. 3F clearly showed that the excess amount
of AE105 could dose-dependently block the cellular uptake
of MP3/AA@NPs. More importantly, the uptake of MP3/
AA@NPs by MDA-MB-231 cells was gradually increased
over time, while the accumulation was much less in L02
cells (Fig. 3G). Besides, a positive correlation was found
between uPAR expression and enrichment of MP3/

Fig. 1 The synthesis and characterization of nanoparticles. A Synthetic illustration of MP/AA@NPs, B TEM, and C AFM image of MP3/AA@NPs.
D The size and E the zeta potential of PLGA NPs, MP3@PLGA NPs, MP3/ACPP@NPs, MP3/AE105@NPs and MP3/AA@NPs. F The size change of MP3/
AA@NPs after incubation with water and DMEM (10% FBS). UV–vis spectra of MP3, MP3/ACPP@NPs, MP3/AE105@NPs and MP3/AA@NPs (G) before
and (H) after incubation with the BCA kit.
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AA@NPs in MDA-MB-231 cells (Fig. 3H). Moreover, the
fluorescence images in Fig. 3C were in agreement with the
aforementioned results; only a weak fluorescence was
observed in L02 cells after 8 h, indicating the poor inter-
action of coumarin-6/AA@NPs with L02 cells. Collectively,
these observations revealed that targeting peptide mod-
ification was beneficial for the selective cellular uptake of
MP3/AA@NPs into MDA-MB-231 cells.

MP3/AA@NPs suppressed cancer cell migration and
invasion and its mechanism
To further clarify the mechanism underlying the exciting

cytotoxicity, the impact of MP3/AA@NPs on the invasive-
ness of MDA-MB-231 cells was subsequently investigated.
According to Fig. 4A, MDA-MB-231 cells displayed a notable
reduction in migration and invasion following the treatment
with MP3/AA@NPs. After 24 h treatment with a slightly
toxic concentration (2 nM, 4 nM, and 8 nM; Fig. 4B) of MP3/
AA@NPs, the proportion of the migrating and invasive cells
were decreased to 74.2%, 55.5%, 35.6%, and 73.6%, 52.1%,
21.3%, respectively. The average migration and the average
invasion of the cells were 66.5% and 87.1%, even when the
concentration of MP3 was increased to 8 nM (Fig. 4C, D).
It is well known that FAK plays a key regulatory role in

tumor proliferation and migration as one kind of cytoplasmic
protein tyrosine kinase27. Western blot assays were carried
out to detect the total expression level of FAK and its
phosphorylated form. Figure 4E shows that phosphorylated

FAK at Tyr397, Tyr925, and Tyr576/577 were significantly
decreased after treatment with MP3/AA@NPs, but the total
FAK levels were almost unchanged. Recent studies have also
revealed that the activation of FAK could stimulate PI3K/
AKT and Ras/MEK/ERK signaling pathways, resulting in the
overexpression of downstream MMPs and uPA27,28. As
shown in Fig. 4F, there were a downregulation of phos-
phorylated ERK and AKT levels after treatment with MP3/
AA@NPs, but no obvious inhibitory effect on the total forms
of ERK and AKT. On the other hand, MMPs and uPA are
involved in tumor invasion and metastasis. It is possible that
breast cancer may promote tumor infiltration by over-
expressing MMP-2 and MMP-9. The results in Fig. 4G
validated this hypothesis. The expression of MMP-9, MMP-2
and uPA were gradually downregulated as well as the
upregulation of TIMP-1 with the increased concentration of
MP3/AA@NPs. These results strongly suggested that the
antimigration and anti-invasion activities of MP3/AA@NPs
against MDA-MB-231 cells could be related to the inacti-
vation of FAK by uPA and MMPs.

MP3/AA@NPs inhibited TrxR activity and stimulated ROS
generation
TrxR plays an essential role in regulating intracellular

redox homeostasis and cancer progression in many aggres-
sive tumors29. Therefore, whether MP3 could inhibit the
activity of TrxR and thereby disturb the redox balance to
induce higher ROS accumulation after being released from

Fig. 2 Intracellular localization and drug release of MP3/AA@NPs. A The cellular trafficking of coumarin-6/AA@NPs in MDA-MB-231 cells at
different time intervals. B The percentage of released MP3 with different buffer at different times. C The degradation diagram of MP3/AA@NPs in low
pH and cell lysate. D The size and E TEM images of MP3/AA@NPs in different media. Scale bar: 500 nm.
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MP3/AA@NPs was tested. Figure 5D displays the mechan-
ism diagram of the inhibitory effect of MP3/AA@NPs on
MDA-MB-231 tumor cells. Notably, MP3/AA@NPs exhib-
ited favorable inhibitory effects on TrxR activity than MP3
(Fig. 5B). Moreover, both TrxR and Trx were extremely
downregulated after incubation with MP3/AA@NPs (Fig.
5C). The inhibition of TrxR might disrupt the redox home-
ostasis of cancer cells. Therefore, the generated ROS in cells
was subsequently monitored by using dihydroethidium as a
sensor after the treatment with MP3/AA@NPs or MP3. As
demonstrated in Fig. 5D, MP3/AA@NPs (at 0.16 μM and
0.32 μM) treatment stimulated the production of intracellular
ROS during 0 to 120min. On the contrary, MP3 (at 0.32 μM)
did not trigger the overproduction of ROS. The fluorescence
intensity in Fig. 5E further verified the activation of ROS
generation by MP3/AA@NPs. The inhibition of cancer cell
growth caused by anticancer agents could be ascribed to the
effect on cell cycle distribution. Accumulating evidence
showed that excess intracellular ROS could cause cell cycle
arrest through multiple signaling pathways30. As shown in
Fig. 5A, the proportion of G0/G1-phase cells increased from

59.7% to 82.2% after treatment with different doses of MP3/
AA@NPs, while no obviously G0/G1-phase arrest was
observed in the MP3-treated group. Collectively, this study
demonstrated that MP3/AA@NPs could induce the aggra-
vation of ROS generation via the activity inhibition of TrxR,
which promoted G0/G1 cell cycle arrest and inhibited MDA-
MB-231 cell growth. This tumor microenvironment-
responsive MP3/AA@NPs, as an extremely targeted nano-
therapeutics, could be further used for the therapy of tumors
in vivo.

In vivo therapeutic effects of MP3/AA@NPs
As the desired in vitro therapeutic efficacy of MP3/

AA@NPs, the in vivo antitumor efficacy of MP3/AA@NPs
was further validated using a nude mice model with xeno-
grafted MDA-MB-231 cells. MP3 and MP3/AA@NPs were
injected through the tail vein every second day, and the same
dose of saline was used as a control group. The changes in
the tumor volumes and the body weights of mice were
recorded to evaluate the effect of the treatments. Comparing
the results of different groups in Fig. 6A clearly showed that

Fig. 3 In vitro anticancer activity and cellular uptake of nanoparticles. A Antiproliferation activity of MP3, MP3/ACPP@NPs, MP3/AE105@NPs and
MP3/AA@NPs against various cells. B The schematic of selective cellular uptake of MP3/AA@NPs. C Live imaging of coumarin-6/ACPP@NPs,
coumarin-6/AE105@NPs, coumarin-6/AA@NPs in MDA-MB-231 cells and L02 cells. Quantitative analysis of coumarin-6/ACPP@NPs, coumarin-6/
AE105@NPs, coumarin-6/AA@NPs (D) in MDA-MB-231 cells (E) in fresh DMEM, DMEM, and the tumor storma. F The uptake attenuation effect of
AE105 on MP3/AA@NPs in MDA-MB-231 cells. G The accumulation of coumarin-6/AA@NPs in MDA-MB-231 and L02 cells. H The uPAR protein
expressed in the MDA-MB-231 cells and L02 cells, as determined by western blotting.
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Fig. 4 The inhibitory activity of nanoparticles on cell migration and invasion. A Antimigration and anti-invasion of MP3 and MP3/AA@NPs.
B The cytotoxic effects against and C, D the corresponding migrated and invaded MDA-MB-231 cells after treatment with MP3 or different
concentrations of MP3/AA@NPs. E–G Western blot test of the expression of migration- and invasion-related proteins in MDA-MB-231 cells received
different concentrations of MP3/AA@NPs treatment.
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the tumor volumes on the 21th day were 2662%± 107%
(control group), 1766%± 239% (0.5mg/kg MP3 group),
1221%± 170% (0.25mg/kg NPs group), and 498%± 124%
(0.50mg/kg NPs group), which were significantly suppressed
in the groups receiving chemotherapy. Importantly, low
doses (0.25mg/kg) of NPs exhibited a superior outcome than
the free MP3 (0.5mg/kg). A significant reduction of tumor
weights could also be observed in the groups of nanoparticles
treatments (Fig. 6B), which further supported the enhanced
antitumor effects of NPs. Moreover, the body weights of the
mice in the MP3/AA@NPs group decreased slightly
throughout the observation (Fig. 6C), suggesting the less
systemic toxicity of MP3/AA@NPs during the therapy.
Similarly, MP3/AA@NPs treatment for 21 days did not cause
any obvious damage to the major organs as demonstrated by
H&E staining (Fig. 6D), indicating excellent biocompatibility.
In addition, MP3/AA@NPs significantly mitigated the

damages caused by tumor formation through hematological
analysis (Supplementary Fig. S4). These results further con-
firmed the good biological safety and application potential of
MP3/AA@NPs as an anticancer candidate.
As magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) could provide

morphological details, high spatial resolution, and multi-
functional information on lesions, making it a powerful
diagnostic tool. MRI was employed to image MP3/
AA@NPs in vivo by making full use of its physical
properties. As shown in Fig. 6E, after 21 days of treatment,
the strongly enhanced Standard ADC and Slow ADC
signal at the tumor sites could be observed in MP3/
AA@NPs, while significant decrease in Fast ADC signal
was observed, suggesting the predominant ability of MP3/
AA@NPs in enhancing necrosis and reducing blood flow
of tumor tissues. This conclusion was further confirmed
by quantification analysis on the relative signal intensity

Fig. 5 The inhibitory activity of nanoparticles on TrxR and ROS generation. A The results of cell cycle, B the inhibition of TrxR activity, D the
time-dependent ROS accumulation, and E the corresponding live imaging of MDA-MB-231 cells after treatment with various concentrations of MP3
or MP3/AA@NPs. C Western blot text of TrxR and Trx protein expression in MDA-MB-231 cells treated with MP3@PLGA/ACPP/AE105. F The
mechanism diagram of the inhibitory effect of MP3/AA@NPs on MDA-MB-231 cells.
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(Fig. 6F–H). All the above results further indicated the
high treatment effect of MP3/AA@NPs in vivo.

MP3/AA@NPs induced antitumor immune response
Cancer immunotherapy has attracted unprecedented

attention due to its promising advantage in treating primary
cancer as well as inhibiting tumor metastasis and recurrence
by harnessing the innate immune system31,32. Tumor

ablation therapy, including traditional treatment options
such as chemotherapy, could effectively initiate potent
tumor-specific immune responses33,34. Encouraged by the
highly therapeutic efficacy of MP3/AA@NPs on the MDA-
MB-231-bearing mouse model, a 4T1 tumor-bearing mouse
model was established in this study to explore whether MP3/
AA@NPs could trigger further immunological responses.
After treatment with MP3 or MP3/AA@NPs for 14 days, as

Fig. 6 In vivo therapeutic effects of MP3 and MP3/AA@NPs in MDA-MB-231-bearing mice. A Tumor volumes, B tumor weights, C body
weights change. D Histopathology images of major organs and tumor of different treatments groups at 21 days, as determined by H&E staining.
EMagnetic resonance imaging of tumor tissues after 21 days of treatment. Quantification the signals of F standard ADC, G slow ADC, and H fast ADC.
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Fig. 7 Anticancer immunity of MP3 and MP3/AA@NPs in 4T1 tumor-bearing mice. A Tumor volumes, B body weights change, C representative
tumor tissues collected after 14 days treatment of different groups. The ratio of (D) cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CD3+ CD8+ T cells), E T helper (Th) cells
(CD3+ CD4+ T cells), G M2 macrophages (F4/80+ CD206+) in tumors, and F the maturation status of DCs (CD80+ CD86+) in lymph nodes, as
detected by flow cytometric. The quantification of intratumoral infiltration of T lymphocytes, H CD4+ T cells and I CD8+ T cells, K the number of M2
macrophages and J maturation DCs in lymph nodes.
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expected, similar tumor volume delay (Fig. 7A, C), as well as
low cytotoxic adverse effects, were observed (Fig. 7B). Then,
the immunity-associated cells in the primary tumors and
lymph nodes were isolated and detected to evaluate their
immunotherapeutic effects. CD3+ and CD8+ T cells are two
primarily cytotoxic T lymphocytes, with the characteristic of
efficient killing tumor cells by releasing cytokines35, CD4+

T cells, a kind of T helper (Th) cells, which could activate and
regulate adaptive immune function36. As can be seen from
Fig. 7E, the relative proportion of CD3+ CD8+ T cells in
tumor tissues were 3.76% ± 0.96% (control group),
4.82% ± 0.77% (0.5mg/kg MP3 group), 8.14% ± 0.49%
(0.25mg/kg NPs group), and 18.45%± 2.38% (0.50mg/kg NP
group), which was enhanced after chemotherapy, what’s
more, MP3/AA@NPs obtained stronger activation effects
than the free MP3. Consistent with the CD3+ CD8+ T cells
activation, the relative proportion of CD3+ CD4+ T cells in
tumor tissues were 4.30%± 0.61% (control group),
5.16% ± 0.77% (0.5mg/kg MP3 group), 30.12%± 2.58%
(0.25mg/kg NPs group), and 33.97%± 1.57% (0.50mg/kg
NPs group). Especially, low doses (0.25mg/kg) of MP3/
AA@NPs showed better Th cell proliferation regression
effects than MP3 alone (0.5mg/kg) (Fig. 7D). These results
strongly suggested that MP3/AA@NPs exerted markedly
antitumor immune response via activating T cells. DCs could
activate antigen-specific T cells to induce immune respon-
ses37.The varying degrees of CD11c+ CD80+ CD86+ cells
analyzed by flow cytometry were used to reflect the
maturation status of DCs in lymph nodes. The maturation of
DCs was elevated to 35.08% ± 3.24% in the MP3 group, while
the proportion of DCs at low doses (0.25mg/kg) and high
doses (0.50mg/kg) of MP3/AA@NPs groups were
39.91%± 1.47% and 46.80%± 3.68% (Fig. 7F), respectively,
proving the DC maturation-boosting effects of the dual-
targeted nanoparticles. TAMs can improve antitumor
immunity by remodeling the tumor-related immune micro-
environment38. Many studies showed that the inhibition of
M2 macrophages helped to kill tumors by activating the
antitumor immune response39. The tumor tissues were col-
lected, and the flow cytometry analysis was carried out to
further determine the effect of MP3/AA@NPs on M2 mac-
rophages. As shown in Fig. 7G, there was a clear reduction of
the proportion of M2 macrophages (CD11b+F4/
80+CD206+) after therapy. Importantly, the ratio of M2
macrophages dropped from 30.94%± 2.99% (control group)
to 21.33%± 3.21% (0.5mg/kg MP3 group), 14.13%± 2.24%
(0.25mg/kg NPs group), and 6.06%± 1.55% (0.50mg/kg NPs
group), implying the proliferation-inhibitory effect of MP3/
AA@NPs on M2 macrophages. The quantitative analysis of
these immune-related cells was consistent with the afore-
mentioned results (Fig. 7H–K). Collectively, the above results
demonstrated that the in vivo therapeutic effects of MP3/
AA@NPs may rely on its potent immune activation effects by
modulation the activation of T cells and promoting

the maturation of DCs as well as inhibition of M2
macrophages.

Conclusions
In summary, three dual-target (DT) nanotherapeutics

with universalities for encapsulating metal complexes
were successfully prepared. MP3/AA@NPs with uPAR
targeting and tumor microenvironment-responsive ability
were selected in this study. The ACPP and AE105 peptide
modifications helped to enhance the cellular uptake of
drugs and improve discrimination between cancer cells
and normal cells. The nanotherapeutics induced the
aggravation of ROS generation by inhibiting the activity of
TrxR and modulated those proteins which were related to
metastasis by inhibiting FAK-mediated activation of ERK
and AKT. This nanotherapeutics could also significantly
improve the therapeutic benefits in vivo. Importantly,
MP3/AA@NPs treatment stimulated immunotherapeutic
response, which was indicated by the activation of tumor-
infiltrated cytotoxic T cells, and improved the maturation
of dendritic cells (DCs), and the proliferation-inhibitory
effect of tumor-associated M2 macrophages. Taken
together, the results suggested that this dual-targeted
nanotherapeutics offered new opportunities for boosting
the synergistic treatment of breast cancer with che-
motherapy and immunotherapy.
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